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Editorial

Dear Readers,

First of all a big thank you to those of you who
responded to my editorial in CW 474. I will first
report in next committee meeting in October on
the pdf issue and then come back to that in this editorial later.

Steve Goodyear had been reading the minutes of the AGM very well
and sent me a letter regarding the subject of grading exams.
Further on in the magazine you will find my comments and in the
music supplement you will find the syllabus that exists at present.

In CW 474 you also found a reply by Göran Rahm to my article in
CW 473 regarding tenosynovitis and more general the problem of
physical pain when playing an instrument. In this case a concertina.
I was pleasantly surprised to receive a few emails from players who
actually had read and tried (with success) my instructions as given
in CW 473. Philip Waterfield wrote a piece for publication on his
experience with this and you can read this on page 11. I sincerely
hope more concertina players will find this helpful. It apllies to all
concertina systems.
And in fact to all instruments. Stressful situations will cause injuries
to all musicians because of the tension caused by stress to all
muscles involved. Avoiding stress or trying to limit it is the motto.

In the interview of Mick Bramich on page 19 he mentions the
possibility of a cd for learning to play tunes by ear. Years ago a book
was published called “easy peasy tunes”. Compiled by Dave
Mallison. Soundtrack available. That can help. And in my own tutor
books for both English and Anglo concertina I explain methods to
learn to play by ear which will help to train the ear if the instructions
are followed. And this is not just for folk tunes but for any style of
music.
There certainly has been more writing on concertina events in
Ireland and anglo concertina with thanks to the help of Paul Walker
who encourages others like Bill Crossland to write articles and do
interviews for publication in Concertina World.
Regarding the Folkworks in Durham in July 2018 I want to add that
besides the workshops in the Adult part of the event by Alistair
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Anderson there were workshops by Alex Wade in the Youth part of
the event. Unfortunately nobody has reported on that. But it seems
that the concertina is returning each year in the workshops in
Durham for all ages.

Bill Finnegan has kindly provided the tunes for this music
supplement and has ensured that copyright issues were covered.

All this leads on to the next subject I want to cover. In June 2019 I
will have been editor for 12 1/2 years. It is time for someone else to
take over.
To all of you therefore the question to help with finding a new
editor.
Anyone who is interested can contact me personally to find out how
I have done the work in all these years. Certainly I have had lots of
contributions from many people who voluntarily offered their
support or sometimes were asked by me.
Especially Paul Walker has been of tremendous value to help fill the
magazine with interesting material.
Besides the magazine I have been doing the upkeep of the ICA
Facebook page, giving the webmaster material for the website and
checking the website on updating of any outdated information as
well as the ICA youtube channel and twitter.

For now enjoy reading this issue of Concertina World.

Pauline

NEXT DEADLINE 15 NOVEMBER 2018.

Vacancies (replacing present officers):

Honorary auditor see page 4

Editor Concertina World see above and page 4
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The ICA has a new Chairman!

Each year at the AGM, in line with the ICA Constitution, the
Committee elects one of their number to be the chairperson for the
next year. This year’s Chairman is Paul McCann, who continues in
the role of Treasurer as well.  Over to you, Paul!

Hello! Some of you already know me through my long participation
in the Kilve and Swaledale weekends, or through my involvement in
the local folk and morris dance scene in Essex where I have lived for
the last 45 years. For those who don’t know me, here are a few
words of introduction.

Having started out with an Anglo, I found after a while that my
playing wasn’t improving and so I decided to change, and bought a
Lachenal Wheatstone English. After a year with this I was still really
struggling to make sense of it, and so I advertised it for sale in the
Exchange and Mart paper (this was way before eBay!). A gentleman
telephoned me to find out more, and said that he had a “duet”
concertina that he might exchange for the English. “It isn’t a
McCann”, he said, “it’s a Crane”. For the first time, I started to
realise how confusing it can be to be called McCann but play a
Crane! Of course, I had no idea at all about the different systems
back then, so I went to have a look at this “Crane duet”, and luckily
it clicked immediately for me. So the deal was done, and the rest,
as they say, is history!  That was 40 years ago this year. I joined
the ICA in the early 1990s and for quite a few years I was the
Association’s Auditor, before becoming Treasurer in 2010.
Gamekeeper turned poacher, as you might say!

This brings me to my next comment – an appeal for help! John Wild,
who has audited the books since I became Treasurer, has expressed
a wish to retire after the next one early in 2019 . You will also have
seen that Pauline would like to step down as Editor of Concertina
World by the middle of next year. We are looking for volunteers to
help in both these areas. For the Editorial position we are
considering setting up an editorial team to take our member
communications forward into a new era. This would reduce the
workload for each individual. How we proceed may depend on what
offers of help we get! The Audit (or Examination) of the accounts is
a seasonal effort, requiring work mainly in the first quarter of each
year. You don’t have to be a qualified accountant. An enquiring
(suspicious?) mind and a reasonable facility with numbers is all
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that’s required. The Treasurer prepares everything for you. All you
have to do is go through it and find any errors. If you think you can
help in either of these areas please do get in touch. We can provide
training and guidance to new recruits!

Finally, a reminder that the Association is YOUR organisation. It
belongs to you, the members. Your suggestions are always
welcome! Suggestions accompanied by offers of help even more so!
Please get involved by volunteering. You don’t have to be on the
Committee to help the Association. If you have any comments or
suggestions (or offers of help!) you can contact me at
chairman@concertina.org  or on 07947-217840.

Happy Squeezing, and I hope to see (or have seen) some of you
over the summer!

<>

Looking For Concertina Players in Lincolnshire

I have recently moved to Louth, Lincolnshire and have not managed
to locate a concertina group in the Lincolnshire area. I was
wondering if anyone would be interested in setting up a new group
with a view to playing together (from the dots) on a regular basis
(perhaps once a month).

Please contact:

 Sarah James
01507 608459
07854 482566

ssjames23@outlook.com

<>
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 17
For full colour, live action: Go to the ICA web
site where Michel van der Meiren, our ace
Webmaster, has turned the hyperlinks into a
stunning TV-like  slideshow. Excellent work -
Michel.

Curated by Paul Walker

Boerejol – Die Ventertjies, Kosie Beukes & Kannie Warries an
electric band featuring a young anglo player.  Boer music exemplary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaOtljN-0iY

Rob Harbron & Emma Reid – Great Uncle Henry / Waiting For
Rain – the young master with a sumptuous EC accompaniment to
the fiddle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIONB54U0V4

Tim Collins, Edel Fox, Michael O'Raghallaigh, Caitlin Nic Gabhann
and Padraid Rynne (Irish Concertina Ensemble).  A superlative
super-group.
From Fleadh Cheoil 2014 in Sligo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU-Zk6NjfNs

Catlin Nic Gabhann – Concertina and Irish dance – both dancing
and playing the Anglo split-screen.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9v2CRPwuRQ

From "Anglo Concertina in the Harmonic Style" by Gary Coover,
p.4041.  Two very different ways of playing the same tune from
"The English Dancing Master" published in 1651 by John Playford.
The first version was learned from the playing of Bertram Levy, the
second from Adam Davis.  Played here on a 30-button C/G Anglo
concertina made by the late Harold Herrington.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTwuEp4Ow1g

After a day of filming Jody Kruskal's wondrous concertina playing, it
was time to relax and share a tune with Jody Kruskal and Susan
Platz.
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Porter's Reel – Jody Kruskal, David Bragger & Susan Platz.  We're
playing a tune from our dear friends Howard Rains and Tricia Spen-
cer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY85J-O2bZY

Young Scot Awards 2016 – Mohsen Amini – Arts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdcck3G8PXU

Talisk Echo from our debut album Abyss, available at
talisk.co.uk/shop
Mohsen Amini – Concertina
Hayley Keenan – Fiddle & Craig Irving – Guitar
http://www.facebook.com/TaliskMusic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZknSJwYdayI

Cohen Braithwaite-Kilcoyne – Tom the Barber – Soundpost Old
Adam weekend 'Unofficial' concert.  Spearheading the new-wave of
concertina players with a refreshingly traditional approach.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XIaPW3GMSY

Luke Hillman Rambling Sailor, a classic sea song played here on
my C/G anglo concertina.  We use this tune for the morris dance
"Simon's Fancy".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsUaTBCgsWI

William Kimber of Headington Morris playing Getting Up Stairs –
laying the ground rules for the Anglo push-pull style.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5_Z6pBXBMo

Dot Cotton learning the Concertina – a clown, new (to me)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sLB-PgT1cc

No. 1 Stepdance 2 – Scan Tester (his unique style thankfully cap-
tured on disc in the 70s folk revival)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4ho0KE0Z_E

Pauline de Snoo (acc. by Chris van de Kullen) – an emotive rendition
of Summersong, a composition by Richard Williams for English Con-
certina and Piano.  Free concertina lessons under Tuition on
www.concertina-academy.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQquqrw8Yw
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"Blue Skies" was written by Irving Berlin in 1926 and is performed
here by Alan Day on Anglo concertina and Will Fly on acoustic gui-
tar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xexF_fIIo0

Readers: please share your YouTube links of concertina players of
any genre with the editor. <>

Folkworks Durham Adult Summer School 2018 July 23 to 28
Roger Gawley

Each year Folkworks run three summer schools in Durham, one for
adults, one for youth and a shorter school for juniors. You have a
week of instrumental tuition from some of the best players and a
chance to join a band with a mixture of instruments, voices and
dancers.

The concertina tutor this year was Alistair Anderson, ICA honorary
President, concertina player, Northumbrian piper, composer and
arranger and co-founder of Folkworks.

On the morning of July 23, the adults gathered in Grey College,
greeting old friends and meeting new ones. The session before lunch
was devoted to introducing people and making a start on the Big
Tunes and song that would be performed when the three summer
schools come together at the end of the week.

Things really got under way after lunch when twelve concertina
players including your secretary met Alistair. This was the largest
number for many years and Alistair was jubilant. Some of the group
were familiar from previous years but more that half were new to
me.

During the week we learned a mixture of tunes and technique. We
started with Archie Dagg’s tune, Elsey’s Waltz, in a five-part
arrangement that gave everyone something to work on.

After the teabreak we met our ensemble group. Ensembles are
performance units with a mixture of instruments along with singers
and dancers. I joined the “Band with Song” led by Hamish Napier.
Hamish was familiar as the name at the top of many of the tunes
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that my wife had brought home from the whistle group at Folkworks
Tuesday but I had never met him. The group included one other
concertina player. This proved handy. Hamish likes to use drones
under singing. With one concertina, you have to change bellows
direction eventually, leaving a gap. Two can cover the changes.

Folkworks celebrates thirty years as a charity this year. Alistair had
written a song, “Here’s to thirty years” for us all to sing. The song is
in common time. He also wrote a Summer School Jig. The idea is to
sing the song, play the jig, then do both together. On Tuesday
morning we all sang the song together and some of us attempted to
play the jig at the same time.

When we got into the concertina group, Alistair was asked how the
two should fit together and we spent some time working on this.
Alistair mentioned an earlier composition of his called Windy Gyle.
This features an air with seconds, both in 6/8 and a 9/8 slipjig. At
the end of the arrangement, all three are played together. Yours
truly unwisely said, “So, we are playing Windy Gyle tomorrow”. We
did! In fact, the concertina group performed it at the sharing concert
on Friday afternoon. You have to admire the bravery of a group,
most of whom first encountered this complicated arrangement on
Wednesday, agreeing to play it in public on Friday.

In the rest of our time together, we had a go at eight tunes, some
traditional, some composed with ideas on how to bring them to life.
Probably about two years’ worth of things to work on at home.

Evenings were occupied by a concert from the tutors; an “over to
you” concert where participants performed individual and group
party pieces to the assembled company; a ceilidh; one evening split
between a launch party for Hamish Napier’s new CD, “The Railway”,
and a session of European Dance.

On Friday afternoon, we walked down the hill to Elvet Methodist
Church where the ensembles and some of the instrument groups
(including concertinas!) delivered a showcase concert to each other
and a select group of family and friends.

Then in the evening we had our farewell party, a mixture of ceilidh
and performances.
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Some participants left after that but most stayed for the event
where the three Summer Schools came together.

In previous years we have gathered in Millennium Place in the
middle of Durham to share music, song and dance with shoppers
and bystanders. Because The Sage is participating in The Great
Exhibition of the North this year, we made our way fourteen miles
north to Gateshead.

The weather during the week had been blazingly hot for four and a
half days, rather ominous on Friday afternoon with a spectacular
thunderstorm on Friday evening. Happily, there was an “indoors if
wet” option at The Sage in Gateshead on Saturday. The area which
is normally seating for the cafe had been transformed with different
summer schools on three sides.

At the end of our combined performance people said goodbye, some
retrieved their children, some stayed for concerts and performances
during the day.

Last year I said to one of the first-timers that I would see her again
this year. She called me presumptuous but she was there this year.
You would need a pretty good reason not to come back. <>

Unfortunately there has been no reporting on the Youth workshops
in Durham where Alex Wade has once again tutored the workshops.
Maybe someone can fill this space next time?

PS <>
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IT’S ALL IN THE WRIST ACTION
Philip Waterfield, Old Harlow, Essex

Since last autumn, under the guidance of Jon (“Mac”) McNamara
and the Chiltinas Chiltern Concertina Group, I have been grappling
with the English concertina.

Within a few weeks of starting, however, I began to feel the twinges
of what might best described as RSI in one of my hands and arm to
the extent that, as it worsened, I was considering whether I could
carry on.

I was very much loathe to stop and began to investigate why I was
experiencing the pain, which travelled from my thumb joint and
wrist up to my forearm.

Looking online I soon realised that I wasn’t the only one “suffering
for my art”. There were various suggested remedies, including
physical alterations to the instrument, but bearing in mind my
“English” was over 100 years old and must have been used by
generations of players who couldn’t all have been middle aged
wimps like me, I preferred not to make any alterations to what,
after all, was an expensive antique.

I had already viewed several of Pauline de Snoo’s excellent internet
videos on how to play and specifically the one which covered how to
hold the English concertina.  I tried following Pauline’s instructions
but it wasn’t until I was shown an article by her in Concertina World
Magazine on the very pain problem I was experiencing that I began
to take more notice.

Holding my concertina like “an imaginary ball” and changing my
posture to a more relaxed position made me realise that I had been
clutching my instrument as if I was expecting someone to steal it
from me. Now that I have adjusted my hold on my instrument
combined with some basic yoga relaxation I can say that the pain
has 98% “disappeared”, but it’s still quite nice to keep the odd few
percent to justify a quick break when the more experienced
Chiltinas players lose me in group practice!

Thank you to Pauline and “Om shanti” to all you chilled yogi players.
<>
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Concertina World welcomes Mick Bramich, author of the
seminal tutor book, “The Irish Concertina” and well
respected Anglo player.

Paul Walker

PW: Tell us about your background in the Birmingham folk scene
Mick.

MB: The Birmingham scene was a grey
area for me until one of my friends,
another apprentice at a famous motor
component firm, suggested I should go
to a folk club as he thought I may like
it. I was already playing guitar and
singing odd snatches of blues and Bob
Dylan’s influential music so I met up
with a few mates from work and went
to The Partisan club on a Sunday
night.
It was, as they say nowadays, an
epiphany. I never looked back,
stopped buying the NME and gave a
wide berth to pop music in general.
Within a few weeks, I had shown my
face at at least four different clubs in
the city and the next step was to sing
traditional songs. I was hooked and have never had any regrets
about my passage into traditional music and song. This all happened
during the last months of 1966.
Later, I became involved in running The Drover’s Arms club in the
heart of the old market area of the city and got to see and talk to
many influential performers of the period. At that time traditional
singers and musicians were flourishing on the English club scene
and many of them became firm favourites of our club audience
where the old songs and styles were nurtured.
Not a few of them were Irish and included such later ambassadors
as Christie Moore. Dominic Behan, who came to folk clubs on the
back of his late brother's successes as a writer; Pecker Dunn, a wild
traveller with a host of songs and tunes; The Fury Brothers, living in
Coventry at the time and guesting at our club for five quid. Five
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pounds for a night in Brum. Twelve months later they were touring
Australia I believe.

Seamus Ennis came to my attention through the old Keele festival
(later to become the National at Loughborough) and as a guest at a
folk club in the Black Country where he got all those who could to
join in on some tunes. Plus, there were local singers from the Irish
community such as Jim Kelly, Michael Hipkiss, Tommy Dempsey,
Frank Finlay and many more.

PW: Was it there your love of Irish traditional music developed?

MB: It was at the Drover’s that I first met Tim Lyons, a fine box
player and singer originally from Cork. He was to have a great
influence on me and my choice of instrumental music though I did
not know it at the time.
Birmingham was blessed with a thriving Irish community and many
of the folk clubs were Irish in character and style. The Drover’s
disappeared with the new market development and was reborn as
the Old Crown, a half-timbered, genuine, late Elizabethan pub which
once had been a gin shop. Concertina player and piper Tommy
McCarthy entertained us there with Bobby Simpson on fiddle. Jackie
Daly made a couple of appearances as did the returning Tim Lyons.
Another singer who used the anglo was Harry Boardman from
Manchester. It was his comment to me which got me thinking more
intensively about the style I had chosen to play the concertina in
when he said to me that he wished he could play in the Irish way. It
was news to me that I had adopted the Irish way of playing. Being a
slow staff notation reader didn’t prevent me from recognising the
fact that much Irish music was played with the left hand, something
which seemed to evade many players who saw the instrument as
melody – right hand, chord – left hand.
So there are the roots of my interest in Irish music. Allied to my
work with a barn dance band which had a large measure of Irish
melodies, I felt that I was on fairly secure ground.

PW: How did you get your first concertina? I guess it was always
going to be an Anglo?

MB: I chose anglo because I already played diatonic accordion and I
thought push/pull would follow easily onto the concertina. Not so! I
borrowed my first anglo from a workmate who didn’t play himself
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but had one handed down through the family. It was a bottom end,
twenty button Lachenal in C and G. I used it at home for a long time
before venturing out with it but I stuck at it and eventually decided
it was time to get a thirty button instrument. I mentioned this to
Steve Turner who was staying with me after performing at the
Crown and he said he’d look out for one for me. A few weeks after, I
had a ‘phone call at work and my wife suggested I should come
home for lunch as Steve had turned up trumps. He presented me
with a fairly battered C.Jeffries which needed a bit of attention. I
jumped at the chance and to this day that instrument is my pride
and joy. It was duly worked on by Colin Dipper and returned to me
in good playing order. No turning back now.
What I really wanted was a Bb/F Jeffries and Chris Algar tracked one
down that hadn’t been retuned to C/G. Many players think that this
spoils the original character of the instrument and I must agree
having seen and heard some of the botch jobs around. I am resting
the old 1880 C/G Jeffries due to the bad state of the bellows and for
the last seven or eight years I have been using a Crabbe circa. 1900
with new (20 years old) bellows by Rosalie Dipper. I bought it as a
spare, while having new buttons made for the Jeffries, from the
WCCP Sidmouth sale items table about 20 years ago. It was a very
tough box and took years of heavy playing in but it has produced
one of the loudest anglos that most people have ever come across.
It’s great for calming accordions and melodeons at sessions.

PW: What do you think of claims by English Concertina players that
their instrument is equally suited for playing Irish ceilidh type tunes?

MB: The thorny issue of English concertinas and suitability for Irish
music is compounded by a whole bunch of factors I feel. Where to
start?
At the outset of the adoption of the anglo by Irish players, cost was
a major factor. Cheap German concertinas could be found in grocery
stores, butchers' shops and the few music stores of the late
Victorian period for a few shillings. Compare that scenario with the
vastly more expensive English made English concertina and you
may have the root of the argument. The cheap German instrument
had to be worked hard eventually resulting in broken actions,
cracked reeds and soggy bellows. Answer: buy another one.
Because of the element of working the instrument, the rhythmic
qualities of the anglo shone through and by varying the playing
styles used, i.e. up and down the row, across the rows or a blend of
the two.
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A friend of mine in Devon where I live plays Irish music on the
English but recognises shortcomings which I don’t fully understand.
He seems to think that it is too smooth and lacking the drive of the
anglo. To try and prove the point, he has been taking lessons on
phrasing and change of bow direction from a very fine violinist and
has shown that by using a push – pull method, he can simulate the
anglo style.
Another consideration is the bane of Irish session players; mss.
(using) music to read from. Learning by ear is an important part of
‘traditional’ music. This doesn’t mean that you can’t learn the tunes
from the dots but try to leave the paper at home. If you have the
raw skeleton of the tune then it won’t take long to pick up grace
notes and improvised flourishes to enhance your playing.

PW: You've been to Ireland and met/played with many fine
traditional musicians?

MB: Ireland has been a great source of inspiration to me. From the
late ‘eighties to around 2000, I went twice a year for a top up. I
usually headed for Galway and stayed either with Tim and Anna
Lyons or the singer Jerry Joyce. On one occasion I stopped over in
Dublin with Jerry O’Reilly the well known set dance teacher and
singer.
My earliest trips included playing with Gus Russell in Doolin, Co.
Clare. He was the youngest of the Russell Brothers and played the
whistle. I was in Galway the night that Miko Russell was killed in a
car accident. That would be about 1990.
I played with Jimmy Crowley for a couple of sets when he was a
guest at a music pub near Waterford. Other greats that I met were
Johnny Moynihan, the innovative bouzouki player; Sean Ryan,
whistler and composer of many tunes that have come into the
tradition; Mick Crehan, either grandson or nephew of Junior Crehan.
The list goes on and all must receive my thanks for their acceptance
of me and the encouragement that I received. Up in the Gaeltacht of
Connemara, I sat with Johnny Connelly and his son Johnny Og and
played tunes that I have remembered to this day from these great
Irish speaking musicians. Further south around Athenry I had
evenings with members of Shaskeen and cousins and sisters of this
or that well known musician. No complaints.
Since 2000, I have only been back twice; once in 2010 to Donnegal
and a second visit in 2017 when I stayed with friends in Connemara.
On the recent visit, I went to the fleadh in Ennis and wrote a brief
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note on it for Concertina World which appeared in the December
edition of the journal (CW 472). But I’ll be going again!

PW: I’ve watched several Irish players at the Swaledale Squeeze -
they all have an incredible sense of rhythm some using their feet
like a bodhran on the floor… And some striking the ends of the
concertina with a free playing finger; I think a percussive method of
ornamentation?

MB: I remember a particularly percussive use of one foot from
Jacky Daly’s playing and it is not uncommon to hear the rhythms
well marked by this method. The use of finger tapping on the ends
of the box is more likely to be used to create a triplet effect on one
button as in Mary Macnamara’s settings of tunes. I seem to be
blessed with an internal rhythm system which requires no foot
tapping and allows me to concentrate solely on the melody and its
decorative possibilities. This is not a boastful statement but simply a
fact of my playing.

PW: Can you shed any light on the different layout of accidentals on
Anglo concertinas? What’s the purpose behind them - say
Wheatstone compared with Jeffries? And you mention Jones?

MB: I have no scientific evidence on the differing layouts of the
keyboards of the anglo but I do make some passing comments
about the variety of systems in my tutor books. Wheatstone, being
the originator of the instrument, must have had good reasons for
his choice of button plan. Louis Lachenal followed his mentor with
the same map when starting his own ventures into the production
area. As you mention, George Jones had some misgivings about
layouts and eventually came up with the types we still use today.
Charles Jeffries followed Jones where he must have seen the benefit
of making the accidentals available in both directions of the bellows.
Because my first thirty button C/G was a Jeffries, this is the system
that I adopted. However, I was criticised for showing the wrong
layout in my first tutor, The Irish Concertina. As far as I was aware,
this was the norm for the make until I discovered that the C#/Eb
keys had been reversed on my instrument. This didn’t trouble me as
I learnt the layout as it was and still is and I had my other models
modified in the same way.
Another problem facing players of very old instruments that have
passed through many hands, is the bottom end of the left hand side
and all the quirks that crop up down there. This is one of the
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reasons I include in my tutors a blank thirty button layout and
suggest that it’s a good idea to note your particular instrument’s
peculiarities.

Jones’s tutor book suffers, like many others, from the lack of
genuine ‘tuition’. It is assumed that the player is a reader of staff
notation and doesn’t need really basic guidance to find their way
around this bundle of tricks. Once more, the tune selection is period
and not the sort of thing that most anglo players would recognise
today. This part of the tutor would fit well into the idea of the
instrument being suitable for the parlour and thus being comparable
with the English style. Most of the information can be gleaned from
any number of basic theory of music manuals. I was, however, very
pleased to see the C#/Eb plan clearly indicating that George Jones
had probably come up with that arrangement of his reeds but it is
on a forty button instrument which tempts me to think that Jeffries
was the first to use it on his boxes. In fact, many modern makers
refer to such a layout as in the Jeffries style.

PW: I was curious as to why you first decided to write a tutor for
the Anglo concertina - I get the impression a lot of Anglo players
learn and play by ear, and so wouldn’t have much use for a book?

MB: My first tutor, The Irish Concertina, came about through a
conversation set up between Dave Mallinson and me by Pete Coe,
the well known folk club and festival performer and an old friend of
mine. Mally said he would like a concertina tutor of Irish style
method in his growing catalogue of traditional music titles. I was at
first very reluctant to take on such a task but he convinced me to
give it a try as at the time, no one else had attempted it.
I felt that the finished item was indeed a ‘tutor’ and covered a whole
range of technique and style issues although I still had my doubts
about its usefulness to the would be player. The first quarterly
royalty told me otherwise and very soon after, a recording of the
lessons and a selection of the tunes were put down. It sold well and
became established as a breakthrough in showing the method in
both staff notation and a form of tablature that I had devised to
teach the system. Twenty plus years on and upward of twelve
thousand copies sold, it still trickles off the shelves, the recordings
being remastered onto cd some years ago.
Not long after this initial title, Mally asked me to write a beginners’
guide. I protested that I couldn’t do that but once again, he
prevailed and out came The Absolute Beginners’ Concertina. The
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title was suggested as a way to getting the publication close to the
top of the catalogues, a trusty way of the advertising game to get
noticed. This tutor contains only one item in staff notation, the rest
being in my simple tab. It sold very well and at the outset a
thousand a year were coming from the printer. This again still sells
but at a much slower rate as many other tutors are on the market,
many of which have improved upon my original ideas but with new
methods and layouts.
A third book, The In Between Anglo, was issued in about 2008 but
failed to sell as well despite every tune being in tab and staff
notation. This is now out of print.
I still believe that playing by ear is important to those who like
traditional music for no amount of print can display the subtleties of
the piece performed by a master of their craft. But I am content in
the knowledge that many people have come to the anglo through
my methods and continue to develop their skills apace. Through
these titles and sales I have been fortunate enough to teach at
many festivals and concertina groups around the country and
continue to do so.

PW: We had an interesting workshop/discussion at this year’s
Swaledale squeeze comparing different Anglo tutors; whereas the
tutor books for the English are relatively straightforward and similar,
there are marked disagreements between the Anglo tutors about
even such a simple thing as the numbering of the fingers relative to
the buttons!
I notice Gary Coover’s books seem to have become popular
recently, and recommended by Jodie Kruskal. Have you come across
these?

MB: I know Jodie as he came to my regular monthly session in
South Brent a couple of years ago and we occasionally keep in
touch. I have not however seen the work of Gary Coover. I welcome
any new ideas on teaching the anglo and will try and look into this
new piece soon. I can’t really comment on the ins and outs of
various tutors as I plod on with improvements to my own methods
but have no intention to produce more titles.  I do feel some
occasional bursts of pride when I notice my beginners’ guide being
recommended to potential players of the anglo in the pages of
concertina.net by established players who have seen the benefit of a
very simple introduction to the form.
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PW: How do you think the International Concertina Association
could further the developments and playing of the Anglo concertina?

MB: Perhaps the ICA is not in a position to reach out to the
thousands of anglo players who seem to use a wide range of tools to
help them learn. The band approach of many English system
musicians is supported well by the ICA through the regular printed
matter in the journal and music supplements whereas the anglo
player is often working in isolation and seldom has contact with
others from a similar vein. My own fairly long association with the
WCCP tells the story very well; a typical Sunday at Ruishton attracts
maybe twenty five English players; two or three duetists and five or
so anglos. Likewise, the drop in events at Sidmouth host a band of
perhaps thirty English and a similar two duets and four or five
anglos.
It would be unfair and unwarranted of me, a very junior member of
the ICA, to start throwing out suggestions on what should be done
to bring some balance to the numbers involved. I suppose a lot of
the issues are based around the lesser use of printed music by the
anglo fraternity thus almost creating a ‘class’ element in our ranks.
There are, and I suspect always will be, a large core of anglo players
who do not use staff notation and they are upholding a tradition
dating back to the street corner boys who simply transferred the
popular tunes they knew onto this relatively cheap instrument. I do
feel that the two schools are coming together at the regular
weekend gatherings as can be seen through my own experience of
teaching English players to play by ear. Perhaps there is one way
forward; a cd to learn tunes from instead of a music supplement.

PW: That’s very enlightening Mick, thanks
for the interview. I think it’s really helpful
that you involve yourself with the running
of the ICA, and represent the Anglo point
of view. And (as someone who’s used and
benefited from your approach to the
Anglo in “The Irish Concertina” tutor
book) thanks for sharing your method in
the tutor book(s). It has enabled many
players, I’m sure, to access the music
more readily.<>
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Banding Together 2018 held at Sidholme Hotel,
Sidmouth, Devon

Conductor: Colin Touchin

reported by Claire Wren

Having thought long and hard about the whole weekend, it is
difficult to find anything at all that wasn't exactly as I would like it.

Absolutely brilliant. Just a huge well done to the team. It is evident
they thought of our every need. The idea of having a rota of J25
members taking their meals in the Music Room to safeguard the
concertinas was inspired. It gave a very clear message that J25
cared.

Colin Touchin was excellent as our conductor; patient and helpful. A
professional, who was obviously very experienced at working with
amateur groups.

The music was fab, and brilliant to have a new piece written for the
weekend too.

Lovely range of music. I especially enjoyed Dance Perpetual. Toys
was fun too, once I got the hang of waving the rattle! Actually, I
enjoyed all the pieces.
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There was no problem downloading the music. I also enjoyed all the
pieces. The practice notes were helpful and answered any queries I
had. I had no problem with the seating arrangements.

Downloads easy to do. Sound files very useful to accompany the
dots.

My first time at Banding together, was a fabulous weekend filled
with wonderful classical music playing. It was a joy to be in the
room with other wonderful band players. Colin the conductor was
brilliant and he also kept us entertained with music stories from his
work and travels. Sidholme hotel, is a great place to stay, with good
food and rooms and a swimming pool.

Loved the music . . . . loved the conductor . . . . loved the company.

Must we wait till next year?

<>

Grading exams for concertina at VCM in London
Pauline de Snoo

Many years ago I contacted the Victoria College of Music about the
possibility of offering grading exams for the concertina. They were
interested because they take on all instruments. In order to make it
successful however they would need some help from others. For
example the ICA.

I have personally put together the first gradings in 2003 whilst
studying to become a qualified Concertina Teacher. Having received
no support at all at that time from the ICA or anyone else at that
time I have not pursued the subject for a while.
In the music supplement you find the syllabus as it stands at the
moment. It was updated in 2016.

On facebook several people have shown interest in taking grading
exams as well as by emails that I have received personally with
requests for information.

In June 2018 I received a letter from Steve Goodyear becaue of the
remarks made in the minutes of the AGM 2018  in which he
explained the efforts by M. Lambert to get the Royal Schools of
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Music involved in 1996. However by letter of 5 November 1996 they
explained that they were not interested. (see copies of contents of
the letters below)
In short it is because there was no money in it for them.

Perhaps with the renewed interest showing now the time has come
to activate this subject with some support of the ICA. <>

Letter of M. Lambert dated 31 October 1996:

Reply by Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music dated 5
November 1996:
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Music with the interview of Mich Bramich on page 12:

With the interview of Mick Bramich see page

CW is indexed and fully included in rilmAbstracts
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WITNEY SUPERSQUEEZE 2018

16th - 18th NOVEMBER

A WEEKEND COURSE FOR CONCERTINA, MELODEON AND
ACCORDION

BOOKING NOW OPEN – go to
www.davetownsendmusic.com/music-workshops-classes/witney-
supersqueeze-workshops/course-fees-booking

This year’s WITNEY SUPERSQUEEZE brings you favourite tutors
and new faces. EMMANUEL PARISELLE, the celebrated melodeon
maker and player from France, is joined by all-round melodeon
expert STEVE DUMPLETON, morris master SIMON CARE, and all
things East Anglian from KATIE HOWSON. DAVE TOWNSEND is
joined by fellow English Concertina player SIMON THOUMIRE for a
wild taste of Scotland, guidance through the mysteries of the Duet
system by IRIS BISHOP, and a new face to most of us – ADRIAN
BROWN, a brilliant Anglo player who lives in Amsterdam and makes
woodwind instruments, occasionally finding time to tour in the UK
with Dapper’s Delight. For accordionists, there’s a flavour of the
North-East from Folkworks guru DAVID OLIVER and Boldwood’s
BECKY PRICE with continental and old English music.

Details of the course are on the website. The Course Units will as
always cover repertoire, technique, harmony, accompaniment and
band playing. They are still being finalised, so when the programme
is complete, those who have booked for the weekend will receive
the full list to choose from. Places will be allocated strictly according
to the order in which the initial bookings were received, so please
reply straight away when you receive it, and give a second choice in
case any of your first choices are full.

Hope to see you at Witney

All the best

Dave Townsend

<>





   Weekend of 5 October 2018
Arran Concertina Event

Kilmory Haven, Kilmory, on the Isle of Arran.
arranconcertinaevent@gmail.com.

12 - 14 October  2018
Quantock Lodge

Residential Weekend
http://thewccp.org/programme

16 - 18 November 2018
WITNEY SUPERSQUEEZE

Concertinas, Melodeons and Accordions
Henry Box School, Witney

www.davetownsendmusic.com

14 - 16 December 2018
 Winterweekend Banding Together

See inside front cover and visit website J25.btck.co.uk

8 - 10 March 2019
West Country Concertina Players

see inside back cover
http://thewccp.org

www.concertina.org


